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The history of Satanism for centuries, as experienced by Satanists, has been one
of  persecution,  disempowerment,  and injustice.  This  history has been hidden in
glory, mystery, beauty and hidden power that few can understand.

Despite any and all  opposing forces and attacks, Satanism managed to survive
both the cruelty of Christianity, Islam and the Jews. The highest beauty of Satan
acted  as  a  force  of  both  attraction  and  fear  that  attracted  decent  hearts  to
Satanism, and repelled many that were rotten.

In the time lapse of a history filled with antagonism, here we are again, from being
scattered, solitary witches, and persecuted lonely individuals, as part of something
that belongs to all of us, and as a united force. 

The Gods are looking at us with happiness in our great opportunity to exact spiritual
justice,  after so long.  We have the opportunity  and the means to do just  that.  

It is no understatement to say that all of previous Satanists and people of the Gods
from all aeons in the past are looking upon us now. 

The  secret  witch  that  was  burned  for  practicing  the  arts  of  her  ancestors,  the
alchemist  that  failed  his  work  because  he  was  slaughtered  by  the  church,  the
scientist that got burned because of true knowledge, the queen that was slandered
and her memory removed,  the king that  saw his  kingdom sink in suffering and
decay because of the works of the enemy - they are all looking at us now.

Still, being a "Satanist", or a follower of the Gods, remains a matter of scrutiny. The
same people  that  were  seen as bringers  of  blessings before,  and blessed this
world, are looked upon now as the bringers of curses. All this because of lies and
slander, and nothing else.

The enemy could not progress otherwise. They knew it was necessary to hide the
beauty behind deep grey colored clouds, and to burden the stars of our Gods in the
consciousness of man. Only through these clouds they can reign. Because who
has seen the Gods and have had not their heart moved?

And yet Asmodeus mentioned of the shortness of their season of rule. His prophecy
and threat to the damned is coming now to pass. While many are lost in what is
temporary, the Gods can see well beyond this. "Short will be thy tyranny over us". 

All this has lasted a season, and before this season there were many others, better
and brighter ones. 

We have  been  through  many  battles  and  there  will  be  more  to  come.  Indeed
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fighting can feel sometimes like a burden, but to those who are seasoned warriors,
they understand that there is no tiredness in fighting for what is right. A warrior will
measure his  strength,  know his  limits,  and keep going to overcome them. One
understands  that  through this,  he  is  advancing  and overcoming his  or  herself..

One  must  think  to  themselves  of  this  opportunity  to  fight  as  an  opportunity  of
overcoming ones self  and empowering one's  self.  A happy opportunity  that  not
many souls have right now.

Satanists before had only the choice to do nothing. Solitude, lack of knowledge,
and  darkness  were  prohibitive.  Now,  we  can  fight  back  and  advance.  This
opportunity has been awaited for whole centuries, and is not to be underestimated
or dismissed. The growth that  emerges from this  will  be affecting this  world for
centuries to come. This opportunity is to be seized in the fullest extent.

This time around we have done wonderful progress. 

Sure, the enemy has hit back, and certainly there has been damage done. The
result of this however is that the beast of the enemy is getting weakened. Every
RTR disintegrates them further and further. 

Our will is being imprinted on this world, and our Gods are being granted their great
entry. Progressively but with certainty, they will manifest more and more, until the
enemy and their influence shrinks and disappears.

Now  we  are  in  the  middle  of  the  enemy  Sukkot.  Below  will  be  the  schedule.
Primarily,  this schedule will  only contain the JoS Protection Ritual  and the Final
RTR.  

We have done excellent work before that. Rest reassured the Gods are aware of
what many have underwent, and you will be restored to being alright. Clean, void,
protection is mandatory.

These are 5 days to finalize our work for now.

-Dates.

8 October - Final RTR (Full On), JoS Protection Ritual
9 October - Final RTR , JoS Protection Ritual
10 October - Final RTR , JoS Protection Ritual
11 October - Final RTR (Full On), JoS Protection Ritual
12 October - Final RTR (Full On), JoS Protection Ritual
13 October - Final RTR, JoS Protection Ritual

Final RTR: 
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JOS Protection Ritual [/size]
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JoS Protection Ritual
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